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INTRODUCTION
Many cities have goals for reducing automotive VMT in order to reduce tailpipe emissions and
to reduce congestion. Conventional cycling is a good solution, though its uptake has slowed in
recent years in several cities, despite the implementation of greenways, bikeshare, and bike
lines (Anderson and McLeod 2017). Electric bicycles (e-bikes) could be an effective new part of
the solution to combat mode shift stagnation.
The e-bike is a recently introduced mode of travel that is rapidly gaining in popularity
throughout the United States. The e-bike can offer a cheaper alternative to car travel (Popovich
et al. 2014) and can provide users with an adequate level of physical activity intensity
necessary to enhance health (Fishman and Cherry 2016). Riding an e-bike is rewarding and
fun, is freeing for users with limited ability and mobility, and can even lead to a car-free
household (Popovich et al. 2014; MacArthur et al. 2017, 2018; Jones, Harms, and Heinen
2016). It can be a useful tool to reduce CO2 emissions, urban noise and air pollution, and inner
city traffic (Weiss et al. 2015). Lastly, e-bikes encourage users to cycle farther and more often
than conventional bicycles (MacArthur et al. 2018), meaning that they offer the opportunity to
multiply the benefits already available through conventional cycling. This white paper explores
the potential e-bike effect on person miles traveled (PMT) and greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG) in terms of CO2 for varying levels of e-bike mode share replacement. A model for PMT
shift and GHG reduction potential is created for Portland, Oregon. Portland was selected for
analysis because of the availability of regional transportation data, the extensiveness of the
city’s bike network that would lend itself to e-bike uptake, and the authors’ familiarity with the
city.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This white paper draws on the Global High Shift Scenario project, aimed at aggregating
transportation emission trends modeled country-by-country through 2050, including both
business-as-usual and high-mode-shift scenarios (Replogle and Fulton 2014). This initial study
was augmented the following year to include more aggressive contributions from cycling and
e-cycling as utilitarian modes of transport. The study found that a world that achieves a
scenario of 14% combined bicycle and e-bike mode share by person kilometers traveled could
see a 10% reduction in transportation emissions due to the immense energy required per
person kilometer for light-duty passenger vehicles compared to e-bikes and bicycles (Mason,
Fulton, and McDonald 2015).
The impact of transportation on the environment can also be expressed as lifecycle carbon
emission rates, which take into account the emissions from manufacturing and disposal as well
as usage. A report by the European Cyclists’ Federation found that bicycles and e-bikes have a
lifecycle emissions rate of approximately 21 grams and 22 grams of CO2e per person kilometer
respectively, while public transit buses emit 101 g lifecycle CO2e and cars emit 271 g lifecycle
CO2e per person kilometer (Blondel, Mispelon, and Ferguson 2011). Clearly, an increased
share of bicycles and e-bikes and a decreased share of light-duty passenger vehicles on the
road have the potential to greatly reduce carbon emissions.
Even with this potential, does that mean that people will actually use e-bikes to replace trips
taken by more carbon emitting modes? A study in Brighton, United Kingdom found that a trial
group of 80 participants that were loaned e-bikes reduced their number of miles driven by
20%. Users traveled a weekly average of 15-20 miles by e-bike, with commuting coming out
as the dominant trip purpose. In addition, 43% of participants reported that they travelled less
as a car driver (Cairns et al. 2017). Another study in Sweden found through a survey of existing
e-bike owners that e-bikes saved users an average of 55 km per week for cars in urban areas
and 62 km per week for cars in rural areas. E-bike trips were also found to predominantly
replace car trips compared to other modes (Hiselius and Svensson 2017). A study of North
American e-bike owners found that 62% of e-bike trips replaced trips that otherwise would
have been taken by car. Of these trips previously taken by car, 45.8% were commute trips to
work or school, 44.7% were other utilitarian trips (entertainment, personal errands, visiting
friends and family, or other), and 9.4% were recreation or exercise trips. The average length of
trips otherwise taken by car was 9.3 miles (MacArthur et al. 2018).
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The analysis in this paper employs e-bike usage data uncovered by the MacArthur et al. (2018)
survey results to form the basis for modeling e-bike replacement of trips and distances of other
modes in Portland. Baseline transportation usage and emissions conditions for the city of
Portland were obtained from the Oregon Metro Regional Transportation Plan appendices,
Oregon Household Activity Survey, U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency eGrid data, and the Federal Transit Administration.
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METHOD
In order to apply the information of e-bike ridership trends gleaned in MacArthur et al. (2018)
and to create a similar but smaller scale version of the 2015 High Shift Cycling Scenario report
by Mason et al. for Portland, OR, we needed a tool to model PMT and GHG reduction potential
due to e-bike mode share increase. The analysis was performed using a modified version of a
Microsoft Excel tool developed by researchers at the Hamburg University of Technology
(TUHH) Institute for Transport Planning and Logistics in conjunction with the Mobile 2020
Project, co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme of the European Union. The
goal of the Mobile 2020 Project was to develop a plan to build and maintain a strong cycling
culture in Central and Eastern Europe (Rudolph 2014a). The program ran between May 2011
and April 2014, however, program information, reports, and tools are still available online
(Rudolph 2014b). The model calculates PMT and carbon footprint impacts resulting from
bicycle mode share variations. We augmented the tool to accommodate English units,
calculate average carbon footprint per person mile for public transit, calculate total e-bike
emissions, and account for reductions in trips and distance traveled of other modes given a
specified increase in e-bike mode share by trips. Table 1 is the resulting input page of the
augmented model. The model reduces number of trips and distance traveled by modes other
than e-bikes proportional to the ratios of utilitarian trips and miles replaced by e-bikes from
MacArthur et al. (2018). Trips determined to be utilitarian include trips made for commuting,
running personal errands, visiting friends and family, and visiting entertainment facilities.
Utilitarian trips exclude trips made for recreation and exercise purposes. Of all of the e-bike
trips observed by the survey, 80% were utilitarian. Of all utilitarian e-bike trips, 67.9% would
have been made by car, 12.8% by conventional cycling, 12.7% by public transit, and 6.6% by
walking. Of the utilitarian miles traveled by e-bikes instead of by other modes, 72.4% would
have been traveled by car, 12.2% by conventional cycling, 13.2% by public transit, and 2.2%
by walking, assuming route choice is held constant. This data is stored in the “E-Bike Mode
Replacement Split:” section in Table 1.
Because the model only provides results for specific e-bike mode share increases, a
companion code in R was developed to create visualizations for a continuum of e-bike mode
share increase values. These tools can be used to estimate PMT shift and GHG reductions for
any region as long as all required input data is available. The input data sources and the
calculations performed to find potential PMT shift and GHG reductions for Portland from ebikes can be found in the Appendix.
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Table 1: Model Input Data
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RESULTS
This section presents findings from the model on the potential of e-bikes to shift PMT and
GHG emissions. First, the output page from the excel version of the model is explored. Next,
results are presented from the R code for Trips and PMT. Last, impact on GHG emissions is
discussed.
In Table 2, the “input” section for the model provides a reiteration of some values from the
input tab, as well as calculated values from the input data for travelled miles (total), trips (total),
and mode split by travelled miles (MST). The “Effects of e-bike promotion” section is where the
user can specify three scenarios of increased e-bike mode share by trips in percentage points.
An increase from the given e-bike average trip length value can also be specified by percent if
desired, however this feature has not been used by this analysis. The scenario 1, 2, and 3
sections provide information corresponding to the defined mode share increase specified
above. Table 3 provides the initial CO2 emissions per day and per year, as well as the resulting
emissions for each scenario. The difference between the before and after cases is also given
for convenience.
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Table 2: Model Results
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Table 3: Model Results - Emissions
Emissions before per day:

8,080

tons CO /day

per year:

2,949,056

tons CO /year

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

E-bike Mode Share:

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

Emissions after per day:

7,773

7,466

7,159

t CO /day

per year:

2,837,007

2,724,958

2,612,909

t CO /year

Reduction of CO per day:

307

614

921

t CO /day

per year:

112,049

224,098

336,147

t CO /year

Percent reduction

3.8%

7.6%

11.4%

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Trips and PMT
The model was run for scenarios ranging from 0% to 15% e-bike mode share by trips. Car
mode share by trips is the most dramatically affected by increases in e-bike mode share. This
is attributed to the fact that MacArthur et al. (2018) found that 72.4% of e-bike utilitarian miles
replaced person miles that otherwise would have been traveled by cars. So, for every 100
miles traveled by an e-bike user, 72.4 would have otherwise been driven in a car. Looking at
person miles travelled per day, it is apparent that an increase in e-bike trips creates a
substantial decrease in car person miles traveled. It amounts to approximately a 10% decrease
in PMT by car for a 15%-point increase in e-bike mode share.

Figure 1: Person miles traveled (PMT) per e-bike mode share by trip percentage point
increase
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Table 4: Person miles traveled per e-bike mode share by trip percentage point increase
(values)
PMT change by mode per e-bike trip mode share percentage point
increase
ebikeMS PMT_ebike PMT_bike PMT_car

PMT_transit PMT_walking

1%

2.89E+05

7.09E+05

2.87E+07 9.89E+05

4.54E+05

2%

5.79E+05

6.73E+05

2.85E+07 9.51E+05

4.48E+05

3%

8.68E+05

6.38E+05

2.83E+07 9.13E+05

4.41E+05

4%

1.16E+06

6.03E+05

2.81E+07 8.75E+05

4.35E+05

5%

1.45E+06

5.68E+05

2.79E+07 8.37E+05

4.28E+05

6%

1.74E+06

5.32E+05

2.77E+07 7.99E+05

4.22E+05

7%

2.03E+06

4.97E+05

2.75E+07 7.61E+05

4.15E+05

8%

2.32E+06

4.62E+05

2.73E+07 7.23E+05

4.09E+05

9%

2.60E+06

4.27E+05

2.71E+07 6.84E+05

4.03E+05

10%

2.89E+06

3.92E+05

2.68E+07 6.46E+05

3.96E+05

11%

3.18E+06

3.56E+05

2.66E+07 6.08E+05

3.90E+05

12%

3.47E+06

3.21E+05

2.64E+07 5.70E+05

3.83E+05

13%

3.76E+06

2.86E+05

2.62E+07 5.32E+05

3.77E+05

14%

4.05E+06

2.51E+05

2.60E+07 4.94E+05

3.70E+05

15%

4.34E+06

2.15E+05

2.58E+07 4.56E+05

3.64E+05

Carbon Emissions
The model was developed to explore the case of Portland, Oregon. Based on current data and
emissions profiles of the Portland metro region, on average, cars emit 274 g CO2 per person
mile (accounting for Portland average carpooling rates), public transit emits 140 g CO2 per
person mile (accounting for all Portland transit vehicle types), e-bikes emit 4.9 g CO2 per
person mile in the Northwest region (see Appendix Table 11), and conventional bicycles and
walking emit 0 g CO2 per person mile. Current total person miles traveled is 28,942,038 for
cars, 1,027,342 for public transit, 743,837 for conventional bicycles, and 460,580 for walking.
There is no data to separate out e-bikes from bicycle person mile figures, so an initial value of
0 PMT for e-bikes is assumed since e-bikes are currently in the early adopter phase.
From a GHG perspective, the model finds that a 15% point increase in e-bike mode share
results in an 11% decrease in CO2 emissions, from 8,079 metric tons per day to 7,158 metric
tons per day. Total emissions represented here are the sum of emissions from cars, transit,
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and e-bikes, however car emissions account for a large majority of this total (98.8% of
emissions can be attributed to cars at the 15% e-bike mode share case).

Sensitivity Analysis
For the model we chose to use an e-bike average trip length of 4.65 miles, half of the average
trip length found in the MacArthur et al. 2018 survey to provide a conservative estimate. This
resulted in CO2 savings of about 920 tons per day (an 11% decrease). If the full average trip
length of 9.3 miles was used instead, there would be a CO2 savings of 1,800 tons per day (a
23% decrease).
On average, an e-bike will reduce an individual’s emissions from transportation by 0.21 metric
tons CO2 per year. However, this estimate is fairly conservative because it is based on Portland
average regional values for mode share by trips and average trip length by mode. As seen in
the North American Survey by MacArthur et al. (2018), e-bike users replaced utilitarian
automobile trips with a mean length of 7.80 miles and a standard deviation of 6.79 miles,
whereas the Portland mean trip length was only 5.49 miles. This means that for people with a
similar transportation mode profile to the survey respondents that take up an e-bike, marginal
emission reductions per person per year could range between .06 metric tons CO2 and .55
metric tons CO2 just by varying that person’s average car trip length between the car trip
length mean +/- the standard deviation from the survey. This is calculated while holding the
percentage of car trips that are replaced by e-bikes constant at 62.4%.
Although an e-bike is a zero-emission vehicle, its ability to reduce carbon emissions is still
dependent on the carbon cost of electricity generated within the operating region. This value
ranges from 3.778 g CO2 / e-bike mile within the AKMS subgrid, containing parts of Alaska, to
12.568 g CO2 / e-bike mile within the MROE subgrid, containing parts of Wisconsin and
Michigan (see Appendix Table 11). Portland falls towards the cleaner end of the spectrum at
4.905 g CO2 / mile within the NWPP subgrid. Holding all other variables constant, setting the ebike emissions per mile rate to the worst value found in the United States (MROE) has a
negligible effect on total emissions. This leaves the 11% decrease in CO2 for a 15% e-bike
mode share by trips use case virtually unchanged. Thus, e-bike charging emission profiles are
relatively unaffected by differences in power generation emission profiles within the United
States.
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LIMITATIONS
This model does not take into account that there may be limits to mode share or person miles
traveled reduction. It does not produce any asymptotic behavior as mode share or person
miles traveled approach 0 for any mode. This means that the model is unable to account for a
certain percentage of users of any mode that will not change modes under any circumstances.
This manifests under certain initial conditions where total person miles traveled for a mode
continues decreasing past zero. For example, using an e-bike average trip length of 9.3 miles,
holding all other inputs constant, conventional bicycle miles traveled drop below zero at
around 10.6% e-bike mode share. Transit person miles traveled drop below zero by 13.5% ebike mode share. However, walking miles traveled remain positive and automobile person
miles traveled are still well above zero at the 15% mark. Figure 2 presents person miles
traveled per e-bike mode share by trip percentage point increase with e-bike average trip
length set to 9.3 miles.
Further research is needed to more accurately determine mode share distribution changes
once any mode’s miles traveled minimum is reached. However, transit and active transport
make up such a small portion of the person miles traveled that continued decrease in
automobile person miles traveled and corresponding emissions should still be within an
acceptable order of magnitude. This specific case has been used to inform the emissions
sensitivity analysis above.

Figure 2: Person miles traveled per e-bike mode share by trip percentage point increase
with e-bike average trip length set to 9.3 miles
Transportation Research and Education Center
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Another limitation is that vehicle miles traveled (VMT) is not recalculated from person miles
traveled. The emissions calculations are simplified here by assuming that car and transit
occupancy rates remain constant, preserving g CO2 per person mile emission rates as e-bike
mode share increases. Thus, if a transit agency does not adjust route schedules and number of
vehicles on a transit line to accommodate lower ridership, occupancy rates would decrease
leading to an increase in average CO2 emissions per person mile for transit riders. However,
transit makes up such a small percent of person miles traveled that the effect on total
emissions would be minimal. For instance, if average CO2 per transit person mile doubled due
to decreased ridership and minimal route and fleet adjustments, total CO2 emissions for the
region only increase by 1.8%. Research may be necessary to further inform modeling the
effects of lower transit ridership on emissions per transit person mile.
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CONCLUSIONS
Through applying trip replacement ratios, distance replacement ratios, and average e-bike trip
length determined empirically for North America, car PMT and total transportation emissions in
Portland, OR can be significantly reduced as e-bike mode share increases. This is on the order
of a reduction in CO2 emissions of 1,000 metric tons per day for a 15%-point e-bike mode
share by trips case (13.9% in mode share by miles traveled), down 11% from Portland’s
current CO2 emissions of 8,000 metric tons per day. This is accomplished even while holding
total person miles and trips constant. These findings are consistent with the 10% reduction in
CO2 emissions found to correspond with a 14% combined bicycle and e-bike mode share in
the global high shift cycling scenario (Mason, Fulton, and McDonald 2015). As demonstrated in
the sensitivity analysis, this 11% reduction in CO2 emissions is maintained even when using the
“dirtiest” electricity generation profile in the USA. The strategy of increasing e-bike mode share
within a given region can therefore be used confidently as a tool to help meet that region’s
carbon emission reduction goals.
The question arises, however, about how a region can obtain the necessary e-bike mode share
to bring about the desired carbon reduction effect. Existing research suggests implementing ebike subsidy programs and building infrastructure for charging and parking (Haubold 2016;
Hiselius and Svensson 2017). In a recent white paper, the present authors have explored
existing e-bike subsidy and incentive programs. This review can be used as a reference for
developing future programs (McQueen, MacArthur, and Cherry 2019). Other research
concludes that reducing vehicle speeds and volumes and building physically separated
infrastructure can help to increase cycling (Buehler, Götschi, and Winters 2016). E-bike
ridership could also be encouraged through implementation of a municipal e-bike share
program, such as one piloted in Rostock Germany (“Elros Electric Mobility in Rostock” 2014).
Another method to increase e-bike mode share could be through a multi-modal approach. The
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority recently used intercept surveys to
study the GHG reduction benefit of trips that combined conventional bicycle and train modes
(“Bicycle-Rail Trip Analysis and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Focused Study” 2011).
A similar study focusing on e-bike/transit trips could be used as an impetus to fund new e-bike
infrastructure at rapid transit stops in order to increase e-bike ridership among those requiring
a first mile/last mile solution.
E-bikes offer regions a new opportunity to effectively diminish their transportation carbon
footprint. Substantial political will and effort may be required, however, to seize it. The model
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presented here is useful for helping regions see this potential so that an informed decision can
be made to include e-bike promotion as part of a larger suite of carbon emission reduction
initiatives.
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APPENDIX
Region Specific Baseline Information
Population and trip information for Portland was taken from Oregon Metro’s 2018 Regional
Transit Plan (RTP) Appendix I for the planning area excluding Clark County, WA. Trip
information from the RTP is provided for average weekday (AWD) trips.
Table 5: City Information Input Definitions
Category

City
Information

Measure

Unit

Population

#

𝑝

RTP Appendix I

Avg weekday total
person trips
Avg trips per day

trips

𝑡

RTP Appendix I

Avg trip length

miles/trip

# per person

Symbol Source

𝑡
𝑝

𝑡$̅ %
𝑙̅

RTP Appendix I

Transportation Mode Details
Table 6: Transportation Efficiency Input Definitions
Category

Details (car)

Measure

Unit

Symbol

CO2 per gal fuel

g CO2/gal

𝑐(

eia.gov (carbon emissions for
E10)

Avg fuel economy

mpg

𝜂*(

Environmental and Equity
Scenarios for Alternative Fuel
Vehicle Ownership and Use
in the Portland Region
(MacArthur et al. 2018)

AWD Passenger Vehicle
Person Trips
AWD Passenger Vehicle
Trips
Avg occupancy rate

trips

𝑡$̅ %

RTP Appendix I

trips

𝑡$̅ ,

RTP Appendix I

Person/vehi
cle

𝜌(

𝑡$̅ %

Avg person
miles per
gallon
g
CO2/person
miles
g CO2 / mile

𝜂*( %

+

+

Source

+

𝑡$̅ ,

+

Avg person fuel
economy
Details (public
transit)

Avg emissions

Details (e-bike)

Avg emissions/mile (from
electricity generation in
NW region)

Transportation Research and Education Center

𝜌( ∗ 𝜂*(

𝑐0 %
1111

Calculated (see below)

1𝑐11213

EPA eGrid: NWPP WECC
Northwest
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For public transit:
Average emissions per person mile is calculated based on TriMet’s (Portland’s regional transit
agency) mix of modes and fuel sources weighted by person miles traveled per mode. It makes
use of the following data:
•

Fuel Use: Federal Transit Administration Fuel and Energy data for fiscal year 2017
o

Biodiesel is used both by bus and Westside Express Service (WES), so total
biodiesel value given by FTA is split between Bus and WES according to person
miles traveled ratio.

o

Light rail (both Portland Streetcar and MAX) energy use contributions are
provided separately by the FTA.

•

PersonMiles: Federal Transit Administration Service data for fiscal year 2017

•

Vehicle Miles: Federal Transit Administration Service data for fiscal year 2017

•

Emissions per unit fuel: eia.gov for liquid fuels and Figliozzi et al. 2018 for Portland
electricity generation emissions

•

Total g CO2 emitted per year: calculated
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔 𝐶𝑂: =

<=2> =?2
@AB??BCD? %2E =DB0 F=2>

•

g CO2 per personmile traveled (PMT): calculated
𝑔
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔 𝐶𝑂:
=
𝑃𝑀𝑇 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠

•

Average emissions per personmile: weighted average by PMT
𝑔
∑AC$2 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∗
𝑔
𝑃𝑀𝑇
𝑎𝑣𝑔
=
∑AC$2 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑃𝑀𝑇
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Modal Split Details
Table 7: Mode Specific Input Definitions
Category

Measure

Unit

Symb

Source

ol

Modal Split

Modal
average
distance

E-Bike
Mode
Replacemen
t Split by
trips

E-Bike
Mode
Replacemen
t Split by
distance

% car trips
% cycling trips
% public transit trips
% walking trips
% e-bike trips

%
%
%
%
%

Avg car trip length

miles

%𝑡(
%𝑡Q
%𝑡0
%𝑡R
%𝑡2
𝑙*(

Avg cycling trip length

miles

𝑙*Q

RTP Appendix I
𝐴𝑊𝐷 𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐴𝑊𝐷 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠

Avg public transit trip
length

miles

𝑙*0

calculated as weighted average of transit
and paratransit trips from OHAS ODOT
Region 1 survey data

Avg walking trip length

miles

111
𝑙R

calculated as weighted average of walking
trips from OHAS ODOT Region 1 survey
data

Avg e-bike trip length

miles

𝑙*2

A North American Survey of Electric Bicycle
Owners (MacArthur et al. 2018) – actual
value was 9.3 miles per trip, however to be
conservative, half this value was used (4.65
miles)

% car trips replaced
% cycling trips
replaced
% public transit trips
replaced
% walking trips
replaced
% distance replaced
that was traveled by
car

%
%

%𝑟(
%𝑟Q

A North American Survey of Electric Bicycle
Owners (MacArthur et al. 2018)

%

%𝑟0

%

%𝑟R

%

%𝑟>(

% distance replaced
that was traveled by
cycling

%

%𝑟>Q

% distance replaced
that was traveled by
transit

%

%𝑟>0

% distance replaced
that was traveled by
walking

%

%𝑟>R

Transportation Research and Education Center

RTP Appendix I

Assumed 0 initially
RTP Appendix I

A North American Survey of Electric Bicycle
Owners (MacArthur et al. 2018)
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E-Bike Mode Split
Table 8: E-bike Input Definitions
Category

Measure

Unit

Symbol

Source

Effects of e-bike
promotion

Expected increase
of e-bike trips
Expected increase
of average e-bike
trip length

%

%∆𝑡2

Test values

%

%∆𝑙*2

Test values

Assumptions:
•

New mode share and new total person miles traveled is based on the mode and
distance replacement data found in MacArthur et al. 2018.

•
•

Number of trips and number of person miles traveled are held constant.
E-bike trip lengths are expected to remain constant (%∆𝑙*2 = 0)

•

E-bike average trip length is half the value found in MacArthur et al. 2018 to test
sensitivity (𝑙*2 = 4.65)

•

Initial e-bike mode share by trips is 0% (%𝑡2 = 0)

•

Mode share reduction of non-e-bike modes is linear and proportional to e-bike mode
share increase (i.e., No asymptotic behavior simulated)

•

Mode average trip length for modes other than e-bike are able to change, and is
recalculated as 𝑙D` /𝑡D`

•

CO2 emissions are calculated using tank to wheel or electricity generation phase and
does not use lifecycle emission rates (i.e., does not account for raw materials
procurement, manufacture, maintenance, or disposal).

•

Walking and biking are assumed to have zero greenhouse gas emissions.

•

We exclude lifecycle impacts of marginal food production for all active modes.

•

We exclude all recreation trip miles from analysis, focusing only on utilitarian miles
traveled.

Calculations:
This section provides a pseudo code describing the method used to calculate PMT changes
and GHG reductions. The same method is used by the excel tool and the R code, however the
R code provides iterative functionality over a range of e-bike mode share values.
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Table 9: Mode split and distance traveled calculation definitions
Effect of e-bike promotion

Measure

Mode

Calculation

Notes

Unit
s

Trips (total) for
each mode

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling
E-bike

Travelled miles
(total)

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling
E-bike

Modal split % by
travelled miles

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling
E-bike
Car, public transit,
walking, cycling

New Modal Split
(by trips)

E-bike
New number of
trips
Change in number
of trips

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling
E-bike
Car, public transit,
walking, cycling

trips

𝑡D = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑡$̅ % ∗ %𝑡D

miles
𝑙D = 𝑡D ∗ 𝑙*D
%

𝑙D
%𝑙D =
∑ 𝑙D

%

%𝑡D` = %𝑡D − %∆𝑡2
∗ %𝑟D

%

%𝑡′2 = %𝑡2 + %∆𝑡2

trips

𝑡D` = %𝑡D` ∗ 𝑡D
𝑡′2 = e 𝑡D ∗ %𝑡′2

trips
∆𝑡D = 𝑡D` − 𝑡D

E-bike
Average Trip
length new

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling
E-bike

Traveled Miles
new

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling
E-bike

New modal split
% by travelled
miles

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling

𝑙D`
111
𝑙′
D = `
𝑡D

miles

111
𝑙′2 = f%∆𝑙*2 + 100%h
∗ 𝑙*2

miles

𝑙D` = %𝑙D` ∗ e 𝑙D
𝑙′2 = 𝑡2` ∗ 𝑙*2`

%

%𝑙′D = %𝑙D + %∆𝑙D

E-bike
%𝑙′2 =

𝑙′2
∑ 𝑙D

Change in modal
split % by
travelled miles

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling

%∆𝑙D = %∆𝑙2 ∗ %𝑟>D

E-bike

%∆𝑙2 = %𝑙′2 − %𝑙2

Change in
travelled miles

Car, public transit,
walking, cycling

We can use ∑ 𝑙D
because total miles
traveled is conserved
between original and
new scenarios
%

miles
∆𝑙D = 𝑙D` − 𝑙D

E-bike
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Table 10: Total emissions calculation
Effects of e-bike promotion (Emissions)

Measure

Calculation

Total carbon
emissions
from all
modes
Total carbon
emissions
from all
modes –
Dimensional
Analysis

𝐶 = 𝑐( ∗

0
$lm

n

Notes
𝑐0 %
1111

1𝑐1121
1
1
∗ i ∗ 𝑙( + 𝑙0 ∗ i + 𝑙2 ∗ 3i
𝜂*( % 10
10
10

nl>

Walking and
conventional
cycling are
considered 0
emission activities

0

= nl> ∗ %2E?CD AB>2? ∗ opqn ∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 +
n

0

n

Units
𝑡 𝐶𝑂2
𝑑𝑎𝑦

0

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∗ %2E?CD AB>2? ∗ opqn + 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∗ AB>2 ∗ opqn

First, calculate new total PMT by e-bike 𝑙′2
1. Calculate total travelled miles of all modes ∑ 𝑙D
2. Calculate e-bike new percent mode split by trips %𝑡′2
a. Function of original e-bike percent mode split %𝑡2 and e-bike expected
percentage point change in mode split %∆𝑡2
3. Calculate new number of e-bike trips 𝑡′2
a. Function of sum of all trips ∑ 𝑡D and the e-bike new percent mode split by trips
%𝑡′2
4. Calculate new average e-bike trip length 111
𝑙′2 (if trip length increase specified, can be left
at 0)
a. Function of percent e-bike average trip length increase %∆𝑙*2 and original e-bike
average trip length 𝑙*2
5. Calculate e-bike new total PMT 𝑙′2
a. Function of new average e-bike trip length 111
𝑙′2 and new number of e-bike trips 𝑡′2
Next, calculate new total PMT by mode n (car, bike, walking, or transit)
1. Calculate original total miles traveled by e-bike 𝑙2
a. Function of original number of e-bike trips 𝑡2 and original e-bike average trip
length 𝑙*2
2. Calculate original total miles traveled by mode n 𝑙D
a. Function of original number of mode n trips 𝑡D and original mode n average trip
length 𝑙*D
3. Calculate the original modal split by travelled miles of e-bikes %𝑙2
a. Function of original total miles traveled by e-bike 𝑙2 and the sum of miles
traveled by all modes ∑ 𝑙D
4. Calculate the original modal split by travelled miles of mode n %𝑙D
Transportation Research and Education Center
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a. Function of original total miles traveled by mode n 𝑙D and the sum of miles
traveled by all modes ∑ 𝑙D
5. Calculate the new modal split by travelled miles of e-bikes %𝑙′2
a. Function of new total miles travelled by e-bike 𝑙′2 and sum of miles travelled by
all modes ∑ 𝑙D
6. Calculate the change in modal split by travelled miles of e-bikes %∆𝑙2
a. Function of new modal split by travelled miles of e-bikes %𝑙′2 and original modal
split by travelled miles of e-bikes %𝑙2
7. Calculate the change in modal split by travelled miles of mode n %∆𝑙D
a. Function of change in modal split by travelled miles of e-bikes %∆𝑙2 and percent
replaced miles for mode n %𝑟>D
8. Calculate new modal split by travelled miles of mode n %𝑙′D
a. Function of original modal split by travelled miles of mode n %𝑙D and change in
modal split by travelled miles of mode n %∆𝑙D
9. Calculate new traveled miles of mode n 𝑙D`
a. Function of new modal split by travelled miles of mode n %𝑙D` and sum of miles
travelled by all modes ∑ 𝑙D
Lastly, calculate emissions
1. Calculate the total daily carbon emissions of passenger transportation sector 𝐶
a. Function of CO2 per gallon of car fuel 𝑐( , average person fuel economy 111
𝜂( % , total
distance traveled by cars 𝑙′( , total distance traveled by transit 𝑙′0 , average CO2
per transit person mile 1111,
𝑐0 % total distance traveled by e-bikes 𝑙′2 , and average
CO2 per e-bike mile 11
𝑐2113
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Additional Results Figures

Figure 3: Mode share by trips (MST) change per e-bike mode share by trip percentage
point increase

Figure 4: CO2 emissions change per e-bike mode share by trip percentage point increase
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Reference
Table 11 contains estimates of the average g CO2 per mile “emission” rates for e-bikes based
on location. Each location in the table corresponds with a region on the map in Figure 5. Ebikes do not emit CO2 themselves, however the power generation plants that supply the
electricity to charge the battery do, and thus a carbon cost of e-bike distance traveled can be
calculated (albeit small compared to automobiles). This value varies by region because each
subregion uses a unique mixture of fuel sources. Portland falls within the NWPP subregion.
Table 11: E-bike Emissions Rate by Power Generation Subregion (EPA e-grid)
Acronym Subregion Name

Emission Rate (g CO2/mile)

AKGD

ASCC Alaska Grid

8.063

AKMS

ASCC Miscellaneous

3.778

AZNM

WECC Southwest

7.851

CAMX

WECC California

3.966

ERCT

ERCOT All

7.59

FRCC

FRCC All

7.607

HIMS

HICC Miscellaneous

8.672

HIOA

HICC Oahu

12.538

MROE

MRO East

12.568

MROW

MRO West

9.336

NEWE

NPCC New England

4.219

NWPP

WECC Northwest

4.905

NYCW

NPCC NYC/Westchester

4.768

NYLI

NPCC Long Island

8.876

NYUP

NPCC Upstate NY

2.215

RFCE

RFC East

5.704

RFCM

RFC Michigan

9.572

RFCW

RFC West

9.366

RMPA

WECC Rockies

10.304

SPNO

SPP North

10.644

SPSO

SPP South

9.392

SRMV

SERC Mississippi Valley

6.303

SRMW

SERC Midwest

12.143

SRSO

SERC South

8.196

SRTV

SERC Tennessee Valley

8.926

SRVC

SERC Virginia/Carolina

6.063
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Figure 5: United States Power Generation Subregions (eGRID)
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